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Copper, both in its metallic and ionic forms, has been exploited empirically since ancient times for medical uses in
countless cultures around the globe. Later, the therapeutic
powers of this metal were accredited to its antimicrobial properties for the curing of various wound and skin diseases. In
recent times, copper has been introduced into clothing, bedding, and other articles, providing them with biocidal properties (4).
The toxicity of copper is largely due to its tendency to alternate between its cuprous, Cu(I), and cupric, Cu(II), oxidation
states, differentiating copper from other trace metals, such as
zinc or nickel. Under aerobic conditions, this redox cycling leads
to the generation of highly reactive hydroxyl radicals that readily
and efficiently damage biomolecules, such as DNA, proteins, and
lipids. The underlying Fenton-like reactions involving reactive
oxygen species (ROS) can be described as copper-catalyzed
Haber-Weiss reactions (reviewed in reference 17). While the reaction of dihydrogen peroxide with superoxide primarily has a
negligible rate constant (equation 1), this rate is greatly accelerated in the presence of copper (or iron). Copper ions are believed
to catalyze this reaction (equations 2 and 3): Cu(II) is initially
reduced by superoxide (equation 2), followed by reoxidation by
dihydrogen peroxide (equation 3), resulting in a net production of
the hydroxyl radical.
H2O2 ⫹ O2⫺ 3 O2 ⫹ OH⫺ ⫹ OH䡠

(1)

Cu(II) ⫹ O2⫺ 3 Cu(I) ⫹ O2
⫺

Cu(I) ⫹ H2O2 3 Cu(II) ⫹ O2 ⫹ OH ⫹ OH

lular resistance systems for defense against copper toxicity.
The P-type ATPase CopA transports Cu(I) from the cytoplasm
into the periplasm using ATP hydrolysis (23). Periplasmic
Cu(I) is transported out of the cell by the proton-driven Cus
system, a transport system that also involves a periplasmic
copper chaperon, CusF (11). A second periplasmic defense
system is the multicopper oxidase CueO that, among other
reactions, oxidizes Cu(I) to Cu(II) (26). In this enzyme, molecular oxygen is the acceptor for the electrons originating
from Cu(I). Thus, CueO is a detoxification system under aerobic conditions. Enzymatic activity of CueO is also dependent
on the presence of copper. All four multicopper oxidase Cu
centers have to be occupied, and CueO additionally possesses
a fifth copper-binding site that is important for catalysis (24).
Regulation of the copper response in E. coli is governed by
two independent circuits: cus is induced by a two-component
system, CusRS, which likely senses periplasmic copper ions,
while copA and cueO are under the control of CueR, a cytoplasmic MerR-like repressor that is converted into an activator
upon Cu(I) binding (22, 27).
In contrast to Cus, CueO, and CopA, which are encoded on
the chromosome, some E. coli strains have acquired additional
plasmid-encoded copper resistance determinants that provide
for higher resistance levels of the host. The best studied is the
Pco system of plasmid pRJ1004 isolated from a piggery in the
United Kingdom (5). Pco comprises PcoA, a multicopper
oxidase distantly related to CueO; two periplasmic copper
chaperones, PcoC and PcoE; and two proteins of uncertain
function, PcoB and PcoD. Copper-dependent expression is
achieved by the two-component system PcoRS and also by its
paralog CusRS (5).
Previously, a series of studies were conducted that investigated the survival of different bacteria, such as E. coli O157
(19, 30), Listeria monocytogenes (31), Staphylococcus aureus
(28), Enterococcus faecalis (25), Salmonella enterica, Campylobacter jejuni (9), and Klebsiella pneumoniae (32), on metallic
copper surfaces. It was found that exposure to metallic copper

(2)
䡠

(3)

Bacteria such as Escherichia coli possess several specific cel-
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Bacterial contamination of touch surfaces poses a serious threat for public health. The use of bactericidal
surface materials, such as copper and its alloys, might constitute a way to aid the use of antibiotics and
disinfectants, thus minimizing the risk of emergence and spread of multiresistant germs. The survival of
Escherichia coli on metallic copper surfaces has been studied previously; however, the mechanisms underlying
bacterial inactivation on copper surfaces have not been elucidated. Data presented in this study suggest that
bacteria are killed rapidly on dry copper surfaces. Several factors, such as copper ion toxicity, copper chelators,
cold, osmotic stress, and reactive oxygen species, but not anaerobiosis, influenced killing rates. Strains deleted
in copper detoxification systems were slightly more sensitive than was the wild type. Preadaptation to copper
enhanced survival rates upon copper surface exposure. This study constitutes a first step toward understanding the reasons for metallic copper surface-mediated killing of bacteria.
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TABLE 1. E. coli strains used in this study

Strain

Relevant genotype

W3110
W3110(pPA173)
GR5
GR1
EC949
GR15
GR17

Wild type (K-12 derivative)
pcoABCDRSE from plasmid pRJ1004
W3110 ⌬cusCFBAa
W3110 ⌬cueOa
W3110 ⌬copA
W3110 ⌬cusCFBA ⌬cueOa
W3110 ⌬cusCFBA ⌬copA ⌬cueOa

a

Relevant phenotype

Intermediate copper
Copper resistant
Intermediate copper
Intermediate copper
Intermediate copper
Intermediate copper
Copper sensitive

resistant
resistant
sensitive
sensitive
sensitive

Reference

1
5
12
12
This study
12
12

Resistance cassette of the original strain was removed using plasmid pCP20 (7).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Bacterial strains, growth conditions, and alloys. The strains used in this work
are listed in Table 1. E. coli cells on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar plates were
incubated overnight at 37°C. For each experiment, a single colony of E. coli from
a fresh LB agar plate was inoculated in LB broth for 16 h at 37°C until it reached
stationary growth phase. Trimethoprim (25 g/ml) was added to maintain pco
plasmid pPA173 in strain W3110. Copper alloy coupons (2.5 ⫻ 2.5 cm) used in
this study were “copper” (C11000, 99.9% Cu), the cupronickel “nickel silver”
(C75200, 62% maximum Cu, 18% maximum Ni, and 21% maximum Zn), the
brass Muntz metal, which is used in shipbuilding because of its antifouling
properties (C28000, 59 to 62% Cu and 38 to 41% Zn), and for comparison,
austenitic stainless steel (AISI 304, approximately 67 to 72% Fe, 17 to 19.5% Cr,
and 8 to 10.5% Ni). All copper alloy coupons were treated prior to each experiment to standardize the surface properties. Coupons were incubated for 30 s in
3% NaOH solution at 70°C and rinsed in distilled water. After transfer to 10%
sulfuric acid solution for 5 s at room temperature, coupons were immediately
washed with distilled water. All coupons were sterilized and cleaned by immersion in ethanol and kept in a sterile container. To prevent surface reoxidation,
cleaned coupons were not flamed after immersion in ethanol.
Survival on metal surface assay. For determination of the survival of E. coli on
dry metal surfaces, overnight cultures were concentrated 10-fold by centrifugation and cells were resuspended in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). A 40-l
sample (equivalent to approximately 2.8 ⫻ 1010 cells) was applied to a sterile
cotton swab and spread evenly across a 2.5- by 2.5-cm metal coupon. The overall
amount of liquid applied on the surface was 2.83 ⫾ 0.17 l (7% of the total
volume), containing 1.4 ⫻ 109 cells (4.3% of the initial cell number). This
discrepancy in percentages is probably due to the binding of cells to cotton fibers;
however, the cell numbers were highly reproducible. All samples dried completely within 5 s after contact with the surfaces. To avoid contamination from
the laboratory environment, coupons were incubated in glass petri dishes at 23°C
or 5.5°C for different times. Coupons were removed in 10 ml PBS with approximately 20 glass beads (2 mm; Roth, St. Leon-Rot, Germany) and vortexed

vigorously for 1 min. Samples were diluted in PBS and plated on LB agar.
Surviving bacteria were counted as CFU by using an automatic counter
(aCOLyte; Synbiosis, Cambridge, United Kingdom) and its associated software
(version 2.0.8).
For an evaluation of different potentially protecting substances, cells (2.8 ⫻
1010) were resuspended in supplemented PBS prior to being spread on metal
coupons. The compounds and enzymes tested comprised 10% sucrose, 20 mM
D-mannitol, 10 to 500 mM EDTA, 20 mM bathocuproine disulfonate (BCS), 20
mM 4,5-dihydroxy-1,3-benzene disulfonic acid (Tiron), catalase (500 U/ml), or
superoxide dismutase (SOD) (500 U/ml).
To investigate survival under anaerobic conditions, the standard procedure
was followed with the exception that the application of cells onto metal surfaces
and the transfer into PBS were performed in an anaerobic Sekuroka glove
chamber (I2R, Cheltenham, PA), which was then purged and filled with N2.
For liquid, acute copper toxicity survival experiments (copper shock), 1.2 ⫻
109 cells of overnight cultures of E. coli were diluted into different CuCl2 concentrations. This is about the same number of cells that was applied on metallic
copper coupons. After incubation for 1 min, samples were withdrawn in 10 ml
PBS with approximately 20 glass beads and then serially diluted into PBS and
plated.

RESULTS
E. coli cells exposed to dry copper surfaces are killed rapidly. Recent studies demonstrated that 2 ⫻ 107 E. coli cells are
inactivated on copper surfaces in a time period of 75 to 90 min
(19, 30). When the killing of bacteria on metallic copper surfaces was investigated, the cells were usually diluted in physiological buffer, the solutions were applied onto the surfaces,
and the samples were dried by passive evaporation. This process takes about 65 min (19), during which there is ample time
for Cu(0) to be oxidized and dissolved as Cu(I) or Cu(II).
Thus, under such corrosive conditions, the bacteria are finally
most probably challenged by dissolved copper cations. However, this wet exposure does not quite correspond to contamination of copper touch surfaces with bacteria, which are usually dry. To examine the toxic effect of metallic copper on living
cells, an assay that mimics bacterial exposure to touch surfaces
was developed. Using this method, drying of the applied sample was achieved in about 5 s, a 780-fold decrease in the time
in which copper can go into solution compared to the time with
the previous method (19).
Unexpectedly, this reduced time period in aqueous solution
led to a decrease in survival of E. coli. Figure 1A demonstrates
that E. coli wild-type strain W3110 exposed to 99% pure copper (copper alloy C11000) resulted in complete killing after
only 1 min at 23°C. In contrast, cells applied on stainless steel
did not suffer a dramatic decrease in viability under the same
conditions.
Likewise, when this experiment was repeated at 5.5°C, a
similar result was obtained. As expected, the rate of killing was
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rapidly killed the bacteria. Killing on various copper alloys was
monitored at low (4°C) and room (20°C) temperatures to
mimic conditions of food handling and production industries
or hospital environments, respectively. For testing, bacteria
were diluted in physiological buffers and applied to copper
surfaces. The interaction of the organisms with the metallic
copper in this setup was rather indirect, since the sample required up to 65 min before all the liquid evaporated and the
cells made direct contact to the surface (19). Furthermore, all
prior studies were of a descriptive nature. The killing efficiencies of alloys with various copper contents were tested and
compared, yet no experiments were conducted that addressed
the mechanism of killing of bacteria by metallic copper and its
alloys.
In this report, we investigated why E. coli dies on metallic
copper surfaces and the contribution of copper resistance
mechanisms for survival. An improved test method was developed that minimized the time of aqueous suspension of the
cells and better mimicked bacterial contamination of copper
touch surfaces.
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slightly decreased in comparison to the rate when the experiment was conducted at 23°C. However, bacteria were completely killed on copper after 5 min (Fig. 1B). This result
indicated that exposure to metallic copper, even without
extended aqueous incubation, rapidly inactivates E. coli. Furthermore, survival on stainless steel rules out desiccation or
osmotic stress as underlying mechanisms.
The observed inactivation of the bacteria occurred very rapidly. Therefore, killing efficacies of other alloys containing
lower percentages of copper, such as “nickel silver” (C75200)
and Muntz metal (C28000), were tested as well. We expected
similar rates of killing by these alloys because they contain
approximately the same percentage of copper (about 60%).
However, this was not the case; complete inactivation of E. coli
W3110 was observed after 5 or 15 min for the copper-nickelzinc alloy or for the brass Muntz metal, respectively (Fig. 1C
and D). It is interesting to note that there is a quick 2- to 3-log
decrease in viability within the first 2 min of exposure. After
that, a plateau is reached where no further significant killing
was observed. Finally, all remaining live cells were inactivated
within 2 min, a decrease of 106. A similar biphasic effect, yet in

a compressed manner, can also be seen with pure copper (Fig.
1A). Stainless steel also caused a small 10-fold decrease in cell
number within the first 2 min. Therefore, this initial decrease
can most probably be attributed to plating stress. The sharp
decline in viability on copper surfaces within the last 2 min
might be caused by the effects of a stressor that has to reach a
lethal concentration before efficient killing of the cell can commence. It is possible that this stressor is the copper ion. This
initial inactivation effect, however, was not observed on pure
copper at 5.5°C (Fig. 1B).
E. coli is resistant against short-term exposure to copper
cations. If dissolved copper ions were the underlying reason
for copper surface-mediated killing, this fact could be used to
calibrate the concentration of copper necessary for complete
inactivation of bacteria in a given time period. Therefore, a
series of solutions of known CuCl2 concentrations were prepared and cells diluted therein. Incubation for 1 min on copper
surfaces completely inactivated E. coli (Fig. 1A). Thus, cells
were also incubated for 1 min in each CuCl2 solution before
they were diluted and plated. Figure 2 shows that exposure to
concentrations of up to 400 mM CuCl2 did not significantly
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FIG. 1. Survival of copper-resistant or -sensitive E. coli strains on copper surfaces and those of its alloys and stainless steel. Cells of E. coli
wild-type strain W3110 (f), its copper-sensitive derivative GR17 (⌬copA ⌬cus ⌬cueO) (Œ) or W3110(pPA173) harboring the high-level copper
resistance system Pco (F) were streaked on copper alloy surfaces (filled symbols) or stainless steel (open sympols). After the indicated time periods
at ambient conditions (23°C [A, C, and D] or 5.5°C [B]) cells were removed from metal surfaces, diluted, and plated on LB agar. Surviving cells
were counted as CFU after 16 h at 37°C. The alloys were pure copper (C11000, 99.9%) (A and B), “nickel-silver” (C75200, maximum of 62% Cu)
(C), Muntz metal (C28000, maximum of 62% Cu) (D), and stainless steel (AISI 304) (A). Shown are averages with standard deviations (error bars)
from three independent experiments.
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affect the survival of E. coli. However, bacteria were completely killed at 600 mM. This extended range of tolerance
against copper between 100 and 400 mM CuCl2 before total
inactivation is accomplished resembles the biphasic survival
curves on metallic copper (Fig. 1), indicating that copper ions
are the lethal stressor. However, it is hardly conceivable that
during the short time period of liquid application (5 s), oxidation of the copper coupons resulted in the release of 600 mM
of copper from the surface. It should also be mentioned that
during metallic copper oxidation, the relatively insoluble and
aerobically unstable cuprous ion is generated. Because of these
unfavorable properties of the cuprous ion, no liquid Cu(I)
survival assay was performed. Thus, the observed killing might

be caused by the effects not only of cupric copper but also of
cuprous copper or of a combination of both.
Metal chelators, quenchers of ROS, or osmolytes protect E.
coli from metallic copper surface-mediated toxicity. Even
though it is an elusive species, under aerobic conditions, the
concentration of free cuprous ions can be diminished by suitable chelators. BCS is frequently used as a specific chelator of
the soft Lewis acid Cu(I), whereas EDTA efficiently complexes
the borderline metal Cu(II). If the different copper species
have different partitions on the killing of E. coli, the addition of
specific chelators to the copper surface assay should indicate
which species, Cu(I) or Cu(II), is responsible. Figure 3 shows
that the addition of chelators did not significantly alter the

FIG. 3. Protective effects of metal chelators for survival of E. coli on copper surfaces. Cells were treated as described in the legend for Fig. 1
except samples were withdrawn only after 0, 45, and 60 s. Cells were mixed with Cu(II) chelator EDTA (gray bars), Cu(I) chelator BCS (white
bars), or no chelator (black bars) prior to application onto copper surfaces. Shown are averages with standard deviations (error bars) from three
independent experiments.
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FIG. 2. Killing of E. coli by aqueous CuCl2. Cells of E. coli wild-type strain W3110 were diluted in different CuCl2 solutions and incubated at
23°C for 1 min. Samples were diluted and plated on LB agar. Surviving cells were counted as CFU after 16 h at 37°C. Shown are averages with
standard deviations (error bars) from three independent experiments.
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decrease in viable cell numbers during the first 45 s of exposure. Thus, this effect can probably be attributed not to copper
but to general plating stress. In contrast, 60 s represented a
time after which cells without chelator are completely inactivated (Fig. 1A), but both BCS and EDTA efficiently protected
E. coli, with BCS being slightly more effective (Fig. 3). Therefore, if the cells were killed by copper ions released from the
metallic copper surface, most probably a mixture of cuprous
and cupric ions was responsible. To explore the relationship
between copper and copper chelators in more detail, an EDTA
dose-response survival assay on copper surfaces was conducted. Increasing concentrations of EDTA were mixed with
E. coli challenged on copper surfaces. Counterintuitively, already comparatively low concentrations (10 mM) of EDTA
were sufficient to fully protect the cells from copper toxicity
(Fig. 4). Conversely, Cu(II) diminished the survival of E. coli
only above a concentration of 400 mM and killed at 600 mM
(Fig. 2). EDTA and Cu(II) form 1:1 complexes with a stability
constant (logK) of 18.8. It is presently unclear how copper
chelation by 10 mM EDTA can have such a strong influence on
survival.
Copper oxidation may lead not only to the release of copper
ions but also to the generation of ROS. To explore the possibility that ROS take part in copper-mediated killing, the protective properties of hydroxyl radical and superoxide quenchers were studied. Mannitol, a hydroxyl radical quencher, or
Tiron, a quencher of superoxide, was added in copper surface
assays, and its effect on survival was measured after 45 and 60 s.
Tiron did not protect cells; rather, it accelerated killing (Fig.
5). After 45 s, all cells were inactivated. At the concentration
used, Tiron was not toxic to E. coli when tested in the absence
of copper surfaces (data not shown). In contrast, mannitol
efficiently prevented the killing of cells exposed to copper surfaces. This result suggested that hydroxyl radicals were the
responsible lethal agent. To corroborate this finding, copper
surface assays were also conducted in the presence of catalase

or SOD. Both catalase and SOD effectively protected E. coli
from ROS-mediated killing. After 60 s of exposure to copper
surfaces, catalase was the most potent protectant, with approximately 100-fold more survivors than the number with SOD or
mannitol (Fig. 5).
During the initial time period after application of cultures
on copper surfaces at 23°C, we observed a significant decrease
in viability, which was probably caused by plating stress (Fig. 1
and 5). Previously, the osmolyte sucrose was shown to protect
E. coli from oxidative stress by raising the osmolarity of the
medium (2). Therefore, the addition of sucrose to the copper
surface assay probably results in the diminution of this initial
stress condition. Unexpected, however, was not only that sucrose prevented initial inactivation of E. coli but also that cells
were still viable after 1 min of copper surface exposure. Under
these conditions, cells were completely killed without sucrose
(Fig. 1A and 5). Since sucrose is known neither as a copper
chelator nor as an oxygen radical quencher, this result suggests
that sucrose indirectly diminished copper surface toxicity
through the elimination of osmotic stress.
Anaerobiosis does not significantly protect E. coli from copper surface toxicity. To gain more insight into the toxic properties of metallic copper surfaces and the contribution of copper speciation herein, E. coli cells were challenged by metallic
copper surfaces under anaerobiosis. Anaerobic conditions
should abolish stress by copper-mediated generation of ROS.
Thus, improved survival of a facultative anaerobic organism
such as E. coli was expected when cells were copper surface
exposed in an N2 atmosphere. Unexpectedly, there was only a
small increase in survival under these conditions compared to
the level of survival under an oxic atmosphere (Fig. 6). Possibly, contact with cells might directly oxidize the copper surface
and release Cu(I). Cu(I) is not very soluble and not stable
under aerobic conditions, but Cu(I) is considered more toxic
than Cu(II). As a consequence, anaerobic conditions do not
significantly improve survival on metallic copper.
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FIG. 4. EDTA concentration-dependent protection of E. coli on copper surfaces. Cells of E. coli W3110 were treated as described in the legend
for Fig. 1 except cells were mixed with Cu(II) chelator EDTA at the indicated concentrations and all samples were withdrawn after 60 s. Shown
are averages with standard deviations (error bars) from three independent experiments.
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E. coli cells lacking copper ion resistance systems are more
susceptible to copper surface-mediated killing. E. coli possesses three major systems for protection against copper cation-mediated toxicity. CopA and the Cus system actively efflux
Cu(I), and CueO oxidizes periplasmic Cu(I) to Cu(II) (21, 26).
Hitherto, whether these resistance systems play a role in the
survival of E. coli on metallic copper surfaces was not known.
To investigate whether cells deleted in copA, cusCFBA, and
cueO suffer increased susceptibility, the survival rate of the
mutant on copper surfaces was determined and compared with
that of its parental wild-type strain, E. coli W3110. Additionally, E. coli strain W3110(pPA173), carrying the high-level
copper resistance system Pco, was tested. On 99% pure cop-

per, virtually no difference in survival rates among the three
strains was observed. Complete killing was accomplished after
1 min, regardless of the presence or absence of resistance
systems (Fig. 1A). In contrast, at 5.5°C, cells lacking CopA,
Cus, and CueO were inactivated slightly faster than were wildtype cells with or without Pco (Fig. 1B). However, this difference was apparent only after 3 min of exposure to the copper
surface. Prior to that time, mutant and wild-type survival rates
were indistinguishable. After that time, a sharp 108-fold decrease in cell number was observed and, within 1 min, mutant
cells were killed completely.
Because 99% pure copper has such superior killing properties compared to those of other alloys, the experiment was

FIG. 6. Survival of E. coli strains on copper surfaces under anaerobiosis. Cells of E. coli W3110 were treated as described in the legend for Fig.
1 except that exposure to copper surfaces was conducted under an N2 atmosphere (filled symbols) or air (open symbols). Error bars indicate
standard deviations.
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FIG. 5. Effects of ROS quenchers or sucrose on copper surface-mediated killing of E. coli. Cells of E. coli W3110 were treated as described
in the legend for Fig. 1 except cells were mixed with ROS quenchers mannitol (horizontally striped bars), Tiron (vertically striped bars), catalase
(dark gray bars), or SOD (light gray bars) or sucrose (white bars) or no additive (black bars). All samples were withdrawn after 0, 45, or 60 s. Shown
are averages with standard deviations (error bars) from three independent experiments.
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neither the single mutants nor the double mutant was as sensitive to exposure to copper surfaces as was the ⌬cus ⌬cueO
⌬copA triple mutant. The ⌬cus mutant exhibited a survival rate
similar to that of the wild-type strain. This result suggested that
both cytoplasmic and periplasmic copper resistance systems
are necessary to diminish copper stress. The Cus system that
detoxifies periplasmic copper ions was not necessary under the
conditions tested because the periplasmic copper resistance
protein CueO can compensate for the lack of the Cus system.
In summary, these results suggested that preadaptation
could be a significant factor for survival on metallic copper
surfaces. This might not be relevant for the use of copper touch
surfaces, however, since upon contact, cells are copper shocked,
with their resistance systems not well expressed.
DISCUSSION
Doorknobs and other touch surfaces, such as push plates on
doors, were found to be notorious sources of nosocomial infections. These infections can easily lead to fatalities in intensive care units or nurseries (29). Replacing stainless steel surfaces with surfaces made of copper or its alloys might provide
a way to avoid this health hazard. Using the biocidal properties
of copper surfaces would be an easy way to counter the spread
of pathogens via human carriers in medical facilities. In fact, an
ongoing hospital study is exploring this possibility (www.cda
.org.uk/antimicrobial/).
The present study, however, was conducted to gain a deeper
understanding of the mechanism of direct copper surface contact-mediated bacterial killing. It is striking that in contrast to
the various studies describing the antimicrobial properties of
metallic copper surfaces (9, 19, 25, 28, 30–32), to our knowledge, no investigation was conducted on the contribution of
bacterial copper resistance mechanisms herein. To what extent
cellular copper resistance mechanisms take part in survival is
not known for either copper water-pipe systems or short-term
exposure of buffer-diluted cells on copper and its alloys. Frequently, however, copper-resistant microorganisms can be isolated from copper piping (6) and other water-exposed copper
surfaces (15) where stable biofilms develop. Inadvertently, heterotrophic bacteria isolated from copper plumbing biofilms,
such as Acidovorax delafieldii, Flavobacterium sp., Corynebacterium sp., Pseudomonas sp., and Stenotrophomonas maltophilia, were also found to be capable of cuprosolvency (6).
Thus, copper ions were efficiently released from copper surfaces by these bacteria, while at the same time, they were
resistant against copper ions.
In contrast, on dry touch surfaces, bacteria do not have time
to develop biofilms and the stress and survival conditions are
different from those of aqueous systems. Stress is directly related to copper under these dry conditions, as we (Fig. 1) and
others (9, 19, 31, 32) have demonstrated that cells exposed to
other metallic surfaces, such as stainless steel, were not inactivated. Therefore, desiccation stress is not the major underlying mechanism.
Bacteria suffering from diverse stressful conditions frequently go through a physiological differentiation known as the
viable but nonculturable (VBNC) state (20). In the VBNC
state, bacteria are still viable and show metabolic activity and
respiration, but cannot be detected as CFU by conventional
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repeated with “nickel silver” and with Muntz metal, both sharing similar copper contents of about 60%. Using these less
efficient alloys, we observed a clear difference in survival between the wild type and the copA cusCFBA cueO deletion
mutant strain (Fig. 1C and D). Mutant cells were killed completely after 1 min on “nickel silver,” only one-fifth of the time
needed for the wild type. The difference between the mutant
and the wild type was less pronounced on Muntz metal, on
which the mutant was fully inactivated after 10 min and the
wild type after 15 min, a difference of one-third. The presence
of the pco system did not confer higher resistance than that of
strain W3110 without pco; rather, pco-bearing cells were inactivated slightly faster on “nickel silver.” Thus, under the
conditions tested, the chromosomally encoded CopA, Cus,
and CueO systems, but not the plasmid-encoded pco
operon, contributed to survival on metallic copper plates.
Because CopA, Cus, and CueO are related to copper ion
detoxification, this result suggests that ionic copper is the
primary lethal agent.
Induction of cellular copper resistance mechanisms only
slightly improves survival of E. coli on metallic copper. When
bacterial cells were exposed to metallic copper, the fraction of
survivors rapidly declined. However, in all previous reports,
bacterial cells were shocked, but not previously adapted to
copper (19, 30, 31). We reasoned that the induction of copper
resistance systems of E. coli might enhance tolerance against
toxicity mediated by copper surfaces. Cells were thus challenged with subtoxic concentrations of copper ions (100 M
CuCl2) to induce the expression of copA, cus, cueO, and other
unknown copper ion resistance systems prior to contact with
metallic copper surfaces. The survival rate of the preadapted
copA cus cueO mutant on 99% copper (Fig. 7A) was not
different from the survival rate of nonadapted cells (Fig. 1A).
In contrast, strain E. coli W3110 and its Pco-bearing derivative
survived three times longer on copper and were inactivated
only after 3 min.
On “nickel silver,” the preadapted ⌬copA ⌬cus ⌬cueO triple
mutant experienced an extended time of survival compared to
survival times of nonadapted cells (Fig. 7B). The time needed
for full inactivation approximately doubled compared to the
times needed for nonadapted cells of all strains (Fig. 1C).
Under these conditions, the strain expressing pco was the most
resistant, the only instance where the presence of Pco was
advantageous. Therefore, the preadaptation of E. coli allowed
cells to withstand copper toxicity to a higher degree on copper
and its alloys, such as “nickel silver” with diminished copper
content. In addition, the factors of time needed for full inactivation (adapted/nonadapted) are similar for pure copper and
for the “nickel silver” alloy of lower copper concentration.
To evaluate which of the three copper resistance systems,
Cus, CueO, and CopA, contributed the most to survival on
copper surfaces, single gene mutants were also tested. Additionally, mutants lacking periplasmic (⌬cus ⌬cueO) or cytoplasmic (⌬copA) copper resistance systems were included to
investigate which compartment is more susceptible to copper
stress. “Nickel silver” was used because the time span until
complete inactivation between the wild type and the triple
mutant was at maximum using this alloy. Furthermore, cells
were preincubated with subtoxic copper concentrations to amplify these differences in survival rates. Figure 7B shows that
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plate counts. Possibly, bacteria evade metallic copper surface
stress in this way. Bacteria exposed to metallic copper surfaces,
however, do not enter the VBNC state; instead, they are completely inactivated (31).
E. coli cells exposed to copper surfaces are thought to be
killed by dissolved copper ions. The amount of ionic copper
released from a copper surface has previously been determined
to be 2.01 ⫻ 10⫺2 g/cm3 Cu(II) during 24 h at 25°C (32).
Consequently, a concentration of about 0.3 M Cu(II) can be
calculated. This is far too little, even for a time period of 24 h,
to be toxic for E. coli. Since our coupons dried within 5 s, a
copper release of about 17 pM can be approximated. Previously, we and others grew E. coli strain W3110 in liquid medium up to concentrations of ⬎1 mM before significant growth
inhibition was observed (12, 21). In short-term exposure (cop-

per shock), E. coli showed a remarkable resistance to ionic
copper (Fig. 2), also contradicting ion release from copper
surface as the lethal agent.
Nevertheless, cells lacking the major copper detoxification
systems CopA, Cus, and CueO showed some decrease in their
survival rates on copper surfaces (Fig. 1 and 7). The proactive
effect of these systems was especially evident for copper alloys
with lower copper contents, for which a prolonged residence
time was achieved. Remarkably, all three systems, CopA, Cus,
and CueO, in one way or another, detoxify cuprous ions.
Periplasmic CueO is an oxygen-dependent multicopper oxidase (26), whereas the Cus system is responsible for periplasmic Cu(I) detoxification, preferably under anaerobic conditions (21). These facts might also explain why a cus deletion
strain exhibited a killing rate on copper alloy coupons in air
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FIG. 7. Survival of preadapted E. coli strains on copper alloy surfaces. E. coli cultures were grown overnight in the presence of nontoxic
concentrations of CuCl2 to induce copper detoxification systems. Washed cells of E. coli wild-type strain W3110 (f) or its copper-sensitive
derivatives GR17 (⌬copA ⌬cus ⌬cueO) (Œ), GR15 (⌬cus ⌬cueO) (}), EC949 (⌬copA) (⫹), GR1 (⌬cueO) (X), GR5 (⌬cus) (〫), or W3110
(pPA173) harboring the high-level copper resistance system Pco (F) were streaked on 99.9% copper (A) or “nickel silver” alloy (C75200, maximum
of 62% Cu) (B) surfaces and treated as described in the legend for Fig. 1. Shown are averages with standard deviations (error bars) from three
independent experiments.
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protective properties of the ROS quencher, catalase or SOD
(Fig. 5).
Recent new data from Macomber et al. suggest that at least
in E. coli, the toxicity of copper ions does not originate from
DNA-damaging Fenton-like reactions (18). The authors found
that both catalase and SOD were strongly induced in cells
exposed to copper, indicative of dihydrogen peroxide and superoxide stress. Targets of these ROS probably constitute specific metalloenzymes that can be damaged directly (10, 14);
however, the crucial target of the ROS generated is unknown
(18). Future studies will address the contribution of the cellular
ROS detoxification mechanism for survival on copper surfaces.
Considering Haber-Weiss-mediated generation of ROS by
copper, it was surprising that E. coli cells did not exhibit a
markedly prolonged survival time on copper surfaces under
anaerobiosis (Fig. 6). Cu(I) is more toxic than Cu(II) to cells
when under anaerobiosis, and both the reduction of Cu(II) to
Cu(I) and the oxidation of Cu(I) to Cu(II) occur under anaerobic conditions (3). The accumulation of Cu(I) might be the
underlying reason why we failed to observe much improved
survival rates of E. coli in an N2 atmosphere (Fig. 6) in which
we expected Cu oxidation and Cu redox cyling to be prevented.
Probably, overall metallic copper oxidation was diminished
even so, while at the same time, the Cu(II)/Cu(I) ratio was
shifted in favor of the more toxic cuprous ion. Nevertheless,
both cuprous-ion- and cupric-ion-mediated bactericidal mechanisms involve the inhibition of cellular energy-transducing
capabilities and accumulated damage at multiple, yet unknown
cellular sites (8).
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